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Sri Lanka: overview

• Area: 65,610 km2

• Population: ~ 20 million

• Central massif which mediates

monsoonal winds

• Wet, dry and intermediate 

zones
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Sri Lanka’s conservation landscape

Issues:

•Significant BD not 

covered

•Some species range 

outside PAs 

Department of Wildlife Conservation 

(DWC): 14% of land area

Forest Department (FD):

23% of land area
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Sri Lanka’s national icon…

• Historical importance

− Throughout recorded history (6th century 

B.C.)

− Used in war; as a beast of burden

• Cultural significance

− Festivals

− Political party symbols; corporate logos

• Religious significance

– Buddhists: Buddhist symbolism

– Hindus: Lord Ganesh
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… importance from global conservation viewpoint

• Ecologically important

– ‘Umbrella’ species

– ‘Keystone’ species

• Endangered

– IUCN Red List

– CITES Appendix 1

• Reduced range & numbers

– From 9 million km2 to 900,00 km2

– ~ 50,000 vs. 600,000 African

– Dwindling habitat
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Elephant numbers and distribution in Sri Lanka

• Substantial numbers

− 5,000 to 6,000

− 2011 census: 5,800

• Range widely

− Throughout Sri Lanka’s dry zone

− 70% of range outside PA network

• Important population

− 10% of global population

− Regional genetic differences
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Elephant ranges compared to PA network

Current elephant distribution 

overlaid with Protected Areas

DWC Protected Areas
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Human-Elephant conflict in Sri Lanka

• Elephant habitats dwindling rapidly

− High human population density

− Irrigated agriculture, infrastructure projects

• Consequence: HEC

− Elephants raid crops →→→→ farmers retaliate

− Deaths: ~ 75 people & 200 elephants

• Significant issue for government

− National policy on elephant conservation

– Pressure from locals
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Current government measures

1. Translocation

• Has stressed herds, but failed to remove males

• Cost →→→→ recent drive cost US$ 1.5 million

• PAs already at carrying capacity 

• Difficulty in identifying problem animals

• Cost →→→→ US$ 2,000 per elephant

• Return to home ranges

• Location

• Flaws in design, structure, maintenance

Measures Issues

2. Elephant drives

3. Electric fences
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Sri Lanka’s traditional approach & issues

2. People apart from nature

• Reductionist approach →→→→ rigid land-use 

categories managed by different 

government departments (‘turf wars’)

• Elephant conservation and HEC →→→→

viewed as sole responsibility of DWC

• Inadequate buffer-zone management

• Inadequate compensation for damages

• Often adversarial relationship between 

wildlife authorities and locals 

• Customary use is illegal

‘Traditional’ approach Issues (in Sri Lankan context)

1. Static view of nature
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Local livelihoods in elephant habitat: paddy
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Local livelihoods in elephant habitat: chena
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Living with elephants
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Potential landscape-based approach

Implications

1. Sri Lankan elephants have 

relatively small home ranges

• Opportunity to share resources

• Long-distance migration corridors linking 

PAs not required

• Manage using electric fences around chenas

Research findings

Three land-use zones: 

(i) Human habitat (ii) Managed Elephant Ranges (MERs) (iii) Protected Areas

2. Farmers cultivate chenas only in 

wet season; elephants use same 

land only in dry season

4. Few depredations by solitary bulls

3. Landscape matrix created by 

chena is optimal elephant habitat

• Farmers play role of ‘keystone species’
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Potential issues with implementing the approach

1. Difficulty in convincing policy-makers of economic viability of MERs

2. Deficiencies in key government agencies involved in conservation

4. Deficiencies in Sri Lanka’s legislative framework

3. Negative attitudes towards elephants within local communities

5. Inadequate private sector experience in nature tourism
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(1) Convincing policy-makers

• Overall tourism contribution to economies are 

significant; nature tourism important 

• Wildlife tourism both sustainable and 

economically viable 

�Both public and private sector

�E.g. conservancies

• Increasing recognition of environmental services 

(including carbon credits)

Issues in Sri Lanka Lessons from Southern Africa

• Rapid push for 

economic 

development

• Competing demands 

for land-use

• Less than 10% of 

tourists visit national 

parks (~50% for 

South Africa)
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(2) Deficiencies in government institutions

• Previously, like Sri Lanka

• Now, more innovative structures, e.g. parastatals

• Example: SANParks

�Clear vision/ strategy

�More transparent, accountable

�Stakeholder engagement

�Reduced financial dependence on government

Issues in Sri Lanka Lessons from Southern Africa

• Bureaucratic, political

• Lack of clear focus

• No profit incentive
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(3) Negative local attitudes towards elephants

• SANPark division: ‘People in Conservation’

• CBNRM programmes

�Zimbabwe’s CAMPFIRE is a model

�Communities have direct stake in conservation 

on their land

�However, some implementation difficulties →→→→

need patience, persistence

Issues in Sri Lanka Lessons from Southern Africa

• Can destroy entire 

season’s crops in 

single night

• People are 

sometimes killed

• Therefore: 

‘dangerous 

agricultural pests’
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(4) Legislative framework

• Key legislative changes which encouraged 

community/ private sector involvement

• Many examples:

�Zimbabwe: 1941 Natural Resources Act of 

(1941); Parks and Wildlife Act (1975)

�Namibia: Nature Conservation Ordinance (No. 4 

of 1975)

�South Africa: Protected Areas Act (No. 57 of 

2003)

Issues in Sri Lanka Lessons from Southern Africa

• Focus on national 

protected areas

• Few incentives or 

provisions for 

community/ private 

sector involvement
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(5) Inadequate private sector experience

• Many examples of world-class nature tourism 

companies

�&Beyond

�Wilderness Safaris

�Great Plains Conservation

• Success on multiple dimensions: financial 

returns, stakeholder management, conservation

Issues in Sri Lanka Lessons from Southern Africa

• Government decision 

to promote nature 

tourism

• Issues with current 

nature tourism 

operations, e.g. 

knowledge, skills and 

service
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Need to adapt to local context

1. Higher demand for 

land

• Reduces some product offerings, but can adopt 

other models from South Africa, e.g. &Beyond

• Economic justification even more critical

• Need to share more benefits locally

• Diversify product offerings in MERs, e.g. walking 

safaris, canoe safaris

• Target water-holes in the dry season

2. Cultural factors, e.g. 

towards hunting, 

wildlife sales

3. Different wildlife 

experience

Difference in Sri Lanka Implications
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Required actions by Sri Lankan government

Change outlookA

B

C

• MERs as a tool to demonstrate that 

conservation is a profitable form of land-useView wildlife, especially elephants, as 

economically and socially beneficial

Required actions Implications for MERs

Reform state legislation & 

institutions

• Make chena legal & enable local participation

• Encourage private sector participation

• Enable MERs to be economically and politically 

feasible

Legislative framework

State bodies involved in conservation

Engage stakeholders
• Local support for MERs

• Private sector support, enabling state bodies to 

focus on core competencies

Locals

Private sector
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Questions ???


